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 WHO KNEW ART COULD BE SO TASTY?  FRIENDS FINGER PAINT WITH “MUD” PUDDING!   

Dear families:  Happy Spring Break!  I 

hope you have a fun-filled vacation and 

make many memories.  We enjoyed 

digraph games, weather exploration, 

and addition activities this week.  

Children, also, earned a marble party 

and celebrated with their third grade 

reading buddies! 

 

Reading:  Children reviewed digraph by 

connecting puzzles together, 

identifying them in reading, and 

engaged in a game of digraph clip-its.  

Whether in the beginning, end, or 

middle, we could identify different 

digraphs and read the words!  As a 

group, we read several books about 

weather.  Our books included Cloudy 

with a Chance of Meatballs, The Wind 

Blew, Weather ABCs, Worm Weather, 

and One Rainy Day.  As we read about 

each kind of weather, we would record 

what we knew about that weather using 

“is”, “has”, and “can” statements.  We 

discussed whether books were fiction 

or nonfiction.  Children, also, discussed 

their favorite parts of the stories.  

When we discuss our favorite parts, it 

helps us to connect to stories and recall 

information.  Reading groups read 

Weather, Rain! Rain!, and Shine, Sun.  

Our reading group books were a great 

connection to our newest unit of 

weather.  Ask your child about the 

weather they read about!  We decoded 

tricky words, using strategies like 

Flippy Dolphin and Chunky Monkey.  Our 

new sight was “when”.  “When” is a word 

that appears often in text, plus it has a 

digraph in it!  We practiced rainbow 

writing “when” and using smelly markers 

to write ‘fruity’ sight words.  After 

Spring Break, we will update our sight 

word keyrings with many new words to 

practice! 

 

Writing:  In writing, we discussed how 

we can expand onto several pages.  Each 

child used three-page booklets to 

create stories.  Friends discussed the 

importance of connecting our sentences 

and pages.  Each page or sentence 

should be related and about the same 

topic!  That is how authors and 

illustrators make books, too.  In 

addition to our three-page stories, we 

also completed information writing 

about weather.  How can we describe 

the sun, the rain, and the wind?  Ask 

your child what they wrote about on our 

weather journal paper! 

 

Rain in a Jar 
We examined the water cycle!  Children had a 

shaving cream cloud on top of water.  We 

sprinkled blue rain atop the cloud and watching it 

fall as the cloud got heavier! 

 

Watercolors & Rainy Day Scenes 

Students used white crayons and water colors to 

create rainy day scenes.  We made clouds, 

puddles, and raindrops.  See them hanging in our 

hallway!
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Mathematics:  Children continued our 

“Addition and Subtraction” math unit.  We 

focused on how to create different 

totals/sums with different equations.  You may 

have seen the number books your child has 

been bringing home, “Ways to Make ___”.  We 

used dotters of two colors to make numbers 3, 

4, 5, and 6 during the week.  Then, students 

wrote the equations.  As the numbers got 

larger, we noticed there were more equations.  

Students rotated through math groups, 

including weather tens frames and numerals.  

On each sunshine was a number than we 

matched to a tens frame card.  This was a 

review of number identification!  We added to 

our interactive math notebooks.  Our “I can” 

statements included, “I can solve addition problems,” and “I can write 

the equation.”  Students explored mathematics in various ways! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  Students began a weather study.  We 

kicked off our unit by turning our classroom into the scene from 

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  Giant food floaties hung from our 

ceiling!  Could it really rain 

meatballs and snow mashed 

potatoes?  We explored weather centers with Pre-K and first grade, including a rain in jar 

station, a meatball tasting table, cloud and rainbow art, building structures that could 

withstand wild weather, and playdough raindrop creation!  Our Let’s Find Out was all about 

weather and what people/animals do in the different weather.  Students could read this 

independently…wow! 
 

Creative Expression:  We created many projects this week!  One day, we used cotton balls to 

make clouds and used colored streamers to create a rainbow underneath.  On another day, we 

created rainy day art.  First, we used white crayons to draw puddles, raindrops, and clouds.  

Next, we used “stormy” watercolors, like blue, black, and purple, to make a beautiful rainy 

day scene.  After rain comes the mud!  We finger painted with pudding.  Art sure was tasty 

that day! 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

 

 

 

 EVERY THURSDAY: Ice Cream Day! ($0.75 for an ice cream at 

lunch time) 

 APRIL 16 – 20: Spring Break                     

 JUNE 7: Kindergarten Celebration 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to 

contact me with any questions, 

concerns, or ideas!  Email me at 

jallaire@scotlandes.org. 

Important Information and Events 


